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      Task 1: I read the text and complete the                              Task 2: I say (true) or ( false) :                             

      Bibliographical note:                                                                * man keep air , seas and lands clean  

                      Bibliographical Note                                 * people are destroying animals habitats .        

                                                                                                      *  People protect animals from extinction 

                                                                                                      *  Parks are established to protect animals .         

                                                                                                     Task 3: I find in the text the:      

                                                                                                                Disappear = ………………………………….. 

                                                                                                                Security ≠ …………………………………….. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                    Animals in danger 

                       Many animals are in danger of extinction. Man is their principal threat. In many contries  

                       Man pollutes the air, seas and land with industrial wastes and chemical products.  

                            People destroyed animals habitats when they build cities, factories and roads. People  

                       Killed animals for their leather which is very expensive to make coats, shoes and bags or  

                       For pleasure just to put them on walls for decoration. 

                             That’s why governments have decided to establish parks to protect these species 

                       from danger and live in security .          http://www.africatouroperator.org/algeria 

                        

                        

Title : …………………………………………………. 

Source : ……………………………………………… 

Type of document :  E.mail  

                                Press article  

                                Web article  
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               Task4: I match each sentence with the right function:  

                   

 

 

 

 

         

                 Task 5: I give the imperative form :  

          you must keep school clean …………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

          you shouldn’t make noise ………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

          you mustn’t litter …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

          you should be quiet ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

         

                 Task 6: I classify the words in the table:  

              ( Algeria / conclusion / journalist / pleasure)  

                        

/    / /       / 

…………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………… 

         

               Task 7: I write the comparative to get a coherent paragraph:  

 

                                                                

            
                                                                                                                            

We mustn’t throw litter on the floor. 

People should be aware of protecting animals . 

Government must   provide security to animals. 

Pupils can help in keeping environment clean. 

Ability  

Obligation  

Prohebition 

Mild obligation  

 

Hello ! welcome to the biggest zoo in the town !  

       This new zoo is (big) ……………………………….. than the other zoo 

here.  

      We have (curious) …………………………………………….and (good) 

………………………….. dolphins than the others have. 

      The monkies here are (funny) ………………………………… they 

always make visitors laughing . the tortoises  are (slow) 

…………………………. Than the hypos but they are very interesting.      

Also there are the elephants which are the biggest one . 

      In addition, birds are ( beautiful)  …………………………………………in 

colors than fish do. 

Zoo is the best place to see animals from all over the world 

gathered in one place . 
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